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Abstract
This paper reflects the study of those songs from Hindi films which motivate. The motivation is
caused through lyrics. The lyrics of the song the song can be a self-representation of the mood of
the person. It may be sad, happy, romantic, rock, traditional, devotional but it all depends on the
mood of a person and the way the listener tries to grab message from it. A song which motivates
one may not motivate the other. It depends on our perspective. Motivation changes our mood
and the effect can be for a short term period as well as for a long term period. The mood then
decides the way we take over our next task. A good motivational music or song can be create a
motivating soothness to our ears, mind, heart and soul. All this can be found from different film
industries that our prevailing in the world from years.
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Introduction:
The universe has many traditions and practices and every tradition has its self type of melody
tastes. Tongues and the pronunciation on tongues vary after every few distance, so as our melody
and its design. But there is a fascinating data about songs is that we may not comprehend the
words of the other vernaculars or of other traditions but if we hear it from heart, we are going to
comprehend the sentiments behind the music. After hearing to it for just once or twice we are of
course going to sense that which type of subject the music has. It signifies that our tradition may
vary but we are all integrated by our sentiments i.e. the strength of sentiments. We can gear this
strength from songs.
Now we can utilize this strength to motivate ourselves which is the case most of the time. By
music it does not means just one category of songs but it consists all types of music from all
traditions. It can be traditional music which varies from place to place or rock music of any
vernacular. Music is there in everybody’s life. It may be likely that a person may not prefer
Hollywood or Bollywood music but may prefer another genre of song which might belong from
a traditional song of one’s ancestry [1].
Hindi is and has been the most stretched uttered tongue in India, nearly 41% of the Indian
inhabitants being its vernacular speaker. It is also one of the Indian tongues with a fine collection
of devices and assets for Natural Language Processing research. Thus it was fascinating for us to
raid into this sphere and put effort on Hindi data accessible in Devanagari text and merge it with
research subjects such as emotionalism examination and watchword searching which are hiking
up currently. As no collection was there for Bollywood libretto, a collection with 300 songs
libretto was designed and one with 6529 song libretto was designed and the two of them are in
Devanagari text without footnotes. The hindmost juxtaposes the libretto details to the usual Hindi
script which is very perceptive.
Strains from Bollywood accounts for almost 71% of strains deal in India. This is a wide retail
and it would be censorious to put effort on superior institutions of this details. Humans to hear to
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varied tones on the basis of their frame of mind and circumstances. It is hence, of assistance to
enjoyers to be able to arrange electronic music athenaeum with respect to their emotion or utilize
this facts in mechanized playlist creation jobs as researched. Watchword creation from strains
would assist in recognizing the emotions of the melody and also in other jobs such as subject
discernment it would perform a significant character in guidance techniques as well which would
assist us suggest tunes [2].
Similarly if one does not prefer rock music, may prefer gloomy music and if one does not prefer
gloomy music, may prefer love songs. Also, there are people who may not prefer songs at all but
prefers the tune of a musical tool which might be a guitar, trampoline harmonium, piano or
anything but somehow we are all attached to melody
Songs can inspire us in two ways – short durational, long durational. In short durational it
inspires us in a way that when we hear to our favorite to our song, it generates happiness, add up
to our mood and sentimental state. We start feeling better overcoming all the negativities. A
good song has the ability to enhance our mood, to lift up our mood within a short period of time
if one listens to their favorite song. There are a number of inspirational songs that can be found.
If along with the audio, the video is seen too, it creates a dual impression. It captivates our mind
more and creates a sensual impression in a short duration [3].
It so occurs because we connect our sentiments to the sentiments that we grab through the song
and accumulate it to make it one. We mix ourselves with the ambience of the song. If the song is
from the nineties, we move back to that time period and ignore the present when we are hearing.
It feels good because it makes us belong to an imaginative universe, which is designed by a
group of squads. It is a good medicine to overcome stress which gives an immediate outcome but
for a short span of time because as soon as the song stops playing we are back to the actuality.
In the long durational, it keeps the mind boosted up and motivated even when we are not hearing
the song. It is not that it is impossible because at times it does happen. When motivated in this
situation, we hum the song or the music. There are songs which we have heard during our
childhood and when these songs are heard later it makes us travel back to those golden days and
reminisce those cheerful moments and also an imaginative universe which makes us drift apart
from the stress and the tensions of life leading us to give relaxation to our soul and mind [4].
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This system can be done purposely too by listening to a song whenever we wish to hear or we
feel low and can get back to those golden days. This generates encouragement and positive
vibes. We can find that if we hum a song at night before sleeping, we will recall it again as soon
as we get up in the next morning. If we have weakness for a song, it gains control over our mind.
So if the case is so, then we can implement this in our life in a positive way by self enhancement.
It generates nostalgia in our mind and by eradicating stress it makes us feel fresh.
When we get into the tendency of reminiscing our loved songs and music during our tensed life,
it will help us to get out from our difficult situation of the mind. It will somehow create an
impact on our livelihood. It will help us progress by living through our own fantasy world and
benefit us and remain carefree [5].

Analysis of Motivation in Hindi Songs:
The song ‘Aashayein’ from the movie Iqbal :
“Toofaanon ko cheer ke,
Manzilon ko chheen le
Aashaayein khile dil ki,
Ummeedein hase dil ki
Ab mushkil nahin kuch bhi, nahin kuchh bhi”
This song motivates us to reach our goals. It asks us to snatch our goal somehow, even if we
have to go through a storm. The song sets up a fire in our heart by letting our wishes to grow in
our soul and leave the hopes within us to smile happily. If it be done, then nothing is impossible
to achieve. Every goal is attainable. It’s all about the desires and hopes lying inside us and the
desire to acquire them. We should do good deeds and please god and the people around us so
that we can grab the fire from the sun and set our goals with fire within our heart and achieve
them. Just like the sun is like a fire ball but still spreads sunlight and shines out bright, the same
way a person should have fire in themselves and spread happiness [6].
Further the song ‘Kar Har Maidan Fateh’ from the biopic Sanju :
“ghaayal parinda hai tu
dikhla de zinda hai tu
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baaqi hai tujh mein hausla
tere junoon ke aage
ambar panaahein maange
kar Daale tu jo faisla.”
This song claims human beings to be chained and wounded birds. It asks us to make swords out
of those chains and show the world that we are not alive and not wounded souls. We still have
courage left in us to achieve our passions. By colonizing us the desire to achieve goals cannot be
lessened. If one is determined and has a fire within them will achieve it in anyway and will fight
against all odds. Seeing this passion, even the sky will ask for place if one decides on something
out of happiness [7].
Also the song ‘Zinda’ from the biographical sports drama Bhaag Milkha Baag :
“Zinda, hain toh, pyala, poora bhar le
Kancha, phoote, choora, kaanch kar le
Zindagi ka ye ghada le
Ek saans mein chadha le
Hichkiyon mein kya hai marna!
Poora mar le…”
This song conveys the message of living of living our life in reality and not in superstitions by
comparing our life metaphorically with a glass. If one is alive then one should fill this glass i.e.
ourselves upto the brim. So if the glass breaks and turns into pieces then turn these pieces into
another glass and take that glass and drink it in one go. Similarly, if we go through difficult
situations in life and fall apart then transfer these pieces into another life i.e. learn a new lesson
from the difficulties, overcome from it and make a new one. From this new life we should
achieve our goals in one go and not be left behind. Since we know that drinking pieces of glass
will kill us so it’s better to die completely and not believe in hiccups which is a resemblance of
death [8].
The song ‘Brothers Anthem’ from the sports drama film Brothers :
“O… Tukdon Mein Bikhra Andhera
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Chamka Sitara Jo Tera
Ambar Pe Aa Dastkhat Kar De…
Tu Ab Talak Tha Adhoora
Hone Hi Wala Hai Poora”
This song talks about those times in our life when we are going through a lot of difficulties and
everything is against our life. It represents darkness in our life. But the lyrics mean that even
when there is darkness in our life we should not give up and find positivity through those
circumstances itself. Just like the way the stars twinkles in the darkness and scatters happiness
similarly we human beings should also look for positive vibes and spread happiness in the
darkest points of our life and be a symbol by crossing all boundaries. By doing this one will be
complete because till now one was incomplete as one’s motive is to spread happiness and not
negativities. Because when life gives you lemons, make lemonade out of it [9].
Then the song ‘Lakshya to Har Haal Mein Paana Hai’ from a war drama film Lakshya:
“rokein tujhko aandhiyaan
ya zameen aur aasmaan
paayega jo lakshya hai tera
lakshya to, har haal mein paana hai”
This song encourages us to reach our goals. It motivates us by telling that one should achieve
their goals anyhow. Life is full o hindrances while achieving something, so no matter if there are
hindrances due to storms, earth or the sky, even from any impossible disturbances, the aim has to
be attained. If one is full treads on his path along with courage then nothing is impossible, even
earth will move under his feet. One will be able to overcome everything by virtue of the
determination and aim. For that one should not stoop down due to failures, rather stand strong
against all difficulties. The target of life is to achieve the goal in any condition and once that is
achieved the goal will step forward and embrace the person [10].

However, the song ‘Apna Time Ayega’ from a musical drama Gully Boy :
“Kaun bola mujhse na ho payega?
Kaun bola, Kaun bola?
Apna Time Aayega!
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Uth ja apni raakh se
Tu uth ja ab talaash mein
This song makes us face the reality of our life that there is throughout there is hustle in the outer
world, all competing with each other and demotivating each other. But one should question the
person in front who demotivates because one should never think that someone is not capable of
anything. It might be that, at that point of time one has not been able to achieve it but it does not
mean one will never ever be able to do. When the right time comes, it will happen. All we need
to do is have patience and keep on working towards our goals. It suggests us to start right from
the beginning and search for one’s own destiny. But the song is also contradicting as it says that
we have all come into this world empty handed and so there’s nothing to take back when we die.
The fight for want of everything in this world will be of no use because all we need is a land of
the size of our body to bury when we die [11].
The song ‘Challa’ from Uri: The Surgical Strike :
“Main lad jaana main lad jaana
Hai lahoo mein ek chingaari
Zidd se junoon tak hai jaana
Har katra bol raha”
Above song instills the fact within us that no matter what happens we will fight against all the
odds. We will fight anyhow with the fire within us, with the sparkle of hope running in our
blood, within our veins. It will give us the spirit to fight and produce our best. Every hard work
put into to produce something will speak and give best results. All we have to do is keep
learning, work hard for better results and giving our best. The level of dedication towards the
work will speak through the outcomes. Just keep on fighting, even if there is a need to fight with
fire. Seeing this amount of braveness everyone will be shocked and afraid of you. Fight with all
the passion left in the heart till death [12].
Further the song ‘Badal Pe Paon Hain’ from Chak De India:
“Socha Kaha Tha Yeh Jo Yeh Jo Ho Gaya
Mana Kaha Tha Yeh Yo Yeh Yo Ho Gaya
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Chimti Koi Kaaton Na Hai Ham Toh Hosh Men
Kadmon Ko Thaamon Yeh Hai Udte Josh Men”
This song motivates us and takes us to that phase of life when we will reach our goal and it will
be unrealizable. The time when it will happen, we won’t be able to believe that it could ever
happen to us, whatever happened. It will be unbelievable. It will be so unbelievable that one
would think that he/she is in a dream and will ask someone to pinch so that they realize that it
has actually happened and it is not a dream but a reality. After realizing the fact that it is not a
dream, one will feel lying flying high out of ecstasy, joy. The sudden delivery of fruit in life
when we loose hope gives us this kind of joy but for that we have to keep on working towards
our goals. Life is full of uncertainties [13].
Also the song ‘Dangal’ from Dangal :
“Re latth gaad doon
Re jada paad doon
Maa ke pet se marghat tak
Hai teri kahaani pag pag pyare”
Life which is full of uncertainties is also full of combats. From the day we come out from our
mother’s womb to the day we reach the crematorium i.e. from the day we come our born to the
day we die, life is full of fights and challenges. We have to be confident enough and keep on
winning the fights. Life is full of challenges. It is one’s own duty to overcome these challenges.
When there is confidence we can just achieve everything and during those bad times which are a
part of life, we need to just fight for ourselves against the negativities. The title of the song
‘Dangal’ itself signifies wrestling which means that we have to keep on wrestle against all the
odds, have confidence and a strong belief on yourself. Do not put ears to the words of the society
during your bad times, they will keep on judging and become a hindrance to your path. Today it
their time to judge but if one ignores this and wrestle, one day you will close their mouth [14].
Then the song ‘Sultan’ from Sultan:
“Saat aasmaan cheere
Ab saat samandar peere
Chal saat suron mein karde ye elaan
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Himmat hai toh roko
Aur zurrat hai toh baaton
Re aaj hatheli pe rakhdi hai jaan
This song is for motivation during fights or workouts. It tries to convey that one should not
loose and fight everything that becomes a barrier to their win. Even if fate is on the path, one
should twist its hand and fight for their win. It encourages us to fight with so power that one
should pierce into the seven skies and drink all the seven seas for more power. Treat yourself and
be so confident that no one has the audacity to stop. No one should have the courage to stop and
if one dares to do it then let them do it but is so confident that your life should be within the grab
of your palms [15].

Conclusion:
Song and music from ages have been successfully a productive form of communication with the
society out there and the lyrics have created an immense effect in transporting this
communication. Still the chance for investigating on the effect lyrics perform in well-being is
widely is in less use. There is a relationship between lyrics and pragmatic mindset. It’s not that
there are no negative effects generated from the lyrics. But according to the researches done,
positive effects has won the battle. The lyrics have the ability to increase at least two of the five
factors of well-being. It can be increased just be hearing to meaningful, motivational,
encouraging lyrics caused by the song’s potential to create an impact on the mind and influence
the sentiments.
By trying to fantasize a universe with no music and song itself gives such a gloomy impression.
If this very fantasy would have been the reality then none of us would like it. The very thought of
such absurd things can make a person realize how much a music and song especially the
meaningful, motivational lyrics is important to our life. The effect that it causes within us,
irrespective of the duration is of much concern. Even if there is a sudden closure of this industry
will make people get a mini attack which have been with us for ages.
The lyrics of the song can be a self representation of the society and the lyricists too. But he or
she writes it in such a way that it reaches to the hearts of the society. The lyricist writes on behalf
of the society, their mood so that it can be grasped well and be engrossed in. lyricist dwells into
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the mind of the beings they study the current mood of the mass so that it can be uplifted and
these very lyrics have the ability to change our mood and also to take back a person to a certain
period of time which helps in reminiscing some fond memories attached to the song. It’s not that
all lyrics can motivate people in the same way because all do not have the same taste buds.
Generally the present generation has a different taste of music than their parent, but of course not
all.
The lyrics which helps us boost our mind just by hearing to it is also helping the lyricist to earn
money from it by writing the songs which is also giving him or her happiness and motivating to
write more. Also when the song becomes a hit it motivates the lyricist to write more. Hence it is
seen that lyrics have the ability to motivate the inhabitants of the universe directly and indirectly.
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